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1. Background

1.1.Following the presentation to County Council in June 2021 of Motion 876 – 
Call to adopt 20mph maximum speeds in areas where vulnerable road users 
and vehicles mix, a report was brought to Environment Scrutiny Committee in 
September 2021. A number of recommendations for actions were agreed at 
that meeting, and this report provides members with an update of progress 
against these actions.

1.2.There have been significant developments in the Council’s approach to road 
safety over the past few months. These include the announcement at last 
month’s Road Safety Workshop of the establishment of a new Road Safety 
Forum. Terms of reference and membership for the Forum have yet to be 
established, but the Lead Cabinet Member for Road Safety also announced a 
fund of £300k to support Community Speed Watch at the December Cabinet 
meeting.

1.3.The draft Council Strategy 2022-26 “Building a Better Stronger 
Gloucestershire” includes the intention to deliver safer roads, healthier streets; 
lowering speed limits where people live and building more crossing points to 
achieve the Vision Zero road safety ambition by 2050 and enable 50% of all 
urban trips to be walking and cycling by 2045. 

1.4.Officers have started developing a new overarching Road Safety Policy, which 
will encompass the whole Road Safety programme. This will include activities 
such as 20mph and ANPR Cameras. This work was launched at a Road Safety 
Workshop on the 15th December 2021. The timetable for this work is as follows:

Dec ’21 – March ’22 – draft policy and consultation documents
April – May ‘22 public consultation on draft policy
June  ’22 finalise policy documents in response to consultation feedback
July ’22 Policy to Council for approval and adoption.

The work on the 20mph policy will now form part of this work, and will be
delivered within this timeframe.

2. Progress on recommendations and actions

2.1.Delivery of existing schemes
2.1.1. Work is continuing on the existing schemes, as previously reported.

2.2.Consultation with district, parish and town councils 
2.2.1. A brief survey was sent to parish and town councils, and also to district 

councils in Gloucester and Cheltenham, which generally have wards, 
rather than parishes, and therefore do not have parish councils. A copy of 
the questions is attached in Appendix 2. 121 (out of 265) parishes 
responded by the closing date of 24th December. There were multiple 
returns for some parishes. There were 39 responses from Gloucester 
and Cheltenham, covering 6 wards in Gloucester and 13 in Cheltenham 



(19 out of 39 wards in total). 

2.2.2. Amongst respondents there is a strong level of support for wider use of 
20mph limits, but it is not universal, with around 15% of respondents 
stating that they do not want these limits within their local areas. Those 
areas that do not support the wider use of 20mph limits generally do not 
have existing 20mph limits.

         

2.2.3. Around 27% of parishes (33) who responded have passed a motion 
supporting a default limit of 20mph, with a similar number currently 
considering doing so.   

Have passed motion

Currently considering

2.2.4. Currently three of the district councils (Forest of Dean, Cheltenham and 
Cotswold) within Gloucestershire have a policy which supports 20mph 
default speed limits. The other district councils have no particular stated 
position. 

Those wards within Cheltenham which responded to the survey were 
unanimously in favour of wider use of 20mph limits.

        Support wider use
        of 20mph
        Against wider use 
        of 20mph



In Gloucester the response was more mixed.

                                    

2.3.Review effectiveness of previous schemes
2.3.1. Speed Surveys of existing schemes should have been carried out 

before Christmas, but due to resourcing issues, these are now scheduled 
for January 2022.

2.3.2. Initial results from the survey of parish councils regarding the 
effectiveness of 20mph limits have shown that 25 (out of 265 surveyed) 
of the parishes responding have had 20mph zones and limits introduced, 

        Support wider use
        of 20mph
        Against wider use 
        of 20mph



and around 52% of them consider the limits to be well observed. 
However, in the 26% of the respondents with access to measured speed 
data, there was a much less favourable view of the effectiveness of the 
20mph speed limits. This may indicate a bias in the way that scheme 
effectiveness is gauged in the absence of underlying data.

Well observed Not well observed
Measured data 2 5
Opinion based 11 7

2.3.3. Within Gloucester and Cheltenham, only 6 wards (out of 39) responded 
on the effectiveness of 20mph restrictions within their areas, and of 
those, only 1 (Abbeydale) felt the limit was well observed, based on 
measured speed data. 

Well observed Not well observed
Measured data 1
Opinion based 5

 

2.3.4. Until we have completed our own surveys of speeds for existing 
restrictions it is difficult to draw firm conclusions as to the actual 
effectiveness of 20mph limits. Armed with this data we will also review 
the characteristics of the schemes which have been most effective, and 
those that are considered not to be well observed, as this will help us to 
determine our policies moving forward.

2.4.Development of 20mph policy
2.4.1. Work is continuing on the development of a policy for introducing 

20mph restrictions. This policy will be included in the public consultation 
for the new Road Safety Policy which will be taking place in April/May. 

2.4.2. For new build roads, the Manual for Gloucestershire Streets already 
requires that residential roads are built to allow a maximum design speed 
of 20mph.

2.4.3. Given the community safety role of the police in enforcing speed limits 
it is important that we seek to jointly develop our policy with the police. 
Whilst ongoing sickness within the police is making progress difficult they 
have committed at a high level to supporting this. A recent letter from 
Chief Constable Rod Hansen to residents in Eastington confirmed 
Gloucestershire Constabulary’s position re 20mph limits. 

“The Constabulary strongly supports the use of 20mph zones as they 
are an effective means of reducing road crashes and casualties. 
They are very effective at protecting our most vulnerable road users, 
including children, pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders, and significantly 
decrease the risk of being injured in a collision. The Constabulary 
encourages their greater use, especially in residential areas. The evidence 
base for reducing harm is stronger for zones and the enforcement burden is 



also reduced as the zones calm the environment, reducing the necessity for 
enforcement. 

The Constabulary strongly supports the wider use of 20mph limits 
(although through the planning application process made by local 
authorities, the Constabulary will be able to assess each individual 
application and determine support on a case by case basis). 

The support should however take account of: 
The potential enforcement burden created 
The potential cost of administration of any additional community speed 
watch activity in 20mph speed limits.” 

2.5.Development of prioritisation system
2.5.1. Review of test schemes.

An officer panel has met to consider various test cases – areas where 
20mph limits are under consideration. These include St Briavels, 
Minchinhampton, Matson, Charlton Kings, Slimbridge and Fairford. 
Each site is very different, and this has confirmed that there is no “one 
size fits all” solution. The following is a brief summary of the different 
discussion points for each location.

St Briavels is a small village in the Forest of Dean. It has narrow winding 
roads often with no footways. Most of the village is on the west of the 
B4228, although there is development to the east which includes the 
health centre. There is no history of collisions, and limited speed 
information. The castle is a tourist attraction within the village. The layout 
of the village lends itself to a self-enforcing 20mph limit (not including the 
B4228) and this is likely to encourage active travel. 

Minchinhampton, in Stroud District is a larger village. There are two 
main routes, Cirencester Road to the north of the village and Windmill 
Lane through to Tetbury Street and Woefuldane Bottom running through 
the centre. A 20mph limit for the centre of the village, and along Butts 
Lane would encourage the “market town/café society” feel and would 
support more active travel. It would also discourage use of the “through 
route” where other routes are available. The residential housing areas 
further out from the village centre generally have good footpaths and 
street lighting and would be less likely to benefit from the introduction of a 
20mph limit. The short lengths of the roads in the area would require a lot 
of signing, and it would not be possible for the police to enforce on many 
of the individual roads due to their length.

Matson, in Gloucester has unfortunately a long collision history, including 
a fatality in the last few years. It also has 3 schools, and lower levels of 
car ownership, so has a big potential for increasing active travel. Matson 
is in a part of Gloucester which does not have a parish council. This 
makes it difficult for it to benefit from Community Match funding, which is 
aimed at parish councils which have their own sources of funding. There 
is a significant speeding issue on Matson Lane, where the 30mph limit is 
regularly exceeded, so to achieve a reduction to somewhere nearer 
20mph, physical traffic calming would be required on this road. If this 
road was not included, the number of signs required would be extensive.



The site being considered in Charlton Kings is the triangle of roads 
around the church. There is some traffic calming, as a result of previous 
accidents, and the route is now one way. Existing speeds suggest that 
the introduction of a speed limit would not make any significant 
difference. 

The request for Slimbridge is to have 20mph speed limits on the lanes 
around the village or between the village and the Wild Fowl and Wetland 
Trust. This does not fit with either the residential or village centre 
supported by any of the current guidance. This might be a suitable 
location for a quiet lanes project, but not for a 20mph limit.

Fairford is a small market town which has the A417 running through it. 
Although in most cases officers would not support a 20mph limit on an A 
road, the physical restrictions caused by the Town Bridge, and the 
narrowness of the road mean that a 20mph zone encompassing the main 
centre of the town and down to the south of the A417 could be very 
effective. The physical restrictions mean that additional traffic calming 
would not be required. It would support active travel, allowing more 
walking and cycling to the school from the south of the town. 

2.5.2. Prioritisation will always focus on safety and collision prevention and 
reduction, but there is now clear support for measures which will 
encourage active travel and promote community wellbeing. As a result, 
we are developing a priority assessment form which reflects these wider 
aspirations. This priority assessment will have minimum thresholds below 
which schemes will not be accepted. A draft of this form is attached in 
Appendix 1.

2.6.Review of Community Approaches to Road Safety
2.6.1. There have been preliminary discussions between the police and GCC 

about this document. It is accepted that it needs refreshing, and this will 
be done when resources have been identified.

2.7.Consideration of funding
2.7.1. The Lead Cabinet Member announced proposals to allocate £300k for 

support for community speed watch at Cabinet on the 22nd December 
2021. Details of how this funding will be used will be confirmed in due 
course. 

2.7.2. The 20’s plenty campaign has produced a “calculator” which indicates 
that a budget of £2.3m would be sufficient for Gloucestershire to 
implement widespread 20mph limits. However this is based on a cost per 
head basis which does not reflect that Gloucestershire is a mixed 
rural/urban authority, with considerably less dense population, and 
greater road length per capita than areas of London or Bristol, both of 
which were used to develop the toolkit. Therefore this is not considered 
to be a reliable guide to the actual cost of implementing widespread 
20mph limits in our county.



2.7.3. Oxfordshire County Council and Hertfordshire County Council have 
identified potential costs of £8m and £10m respectively for introducing 
20mph limits on all appropriate roads within their authorities. On this 
basis, the costs for Gloucestershire would be in the order of £6-8m.

2.7.4. We currently have an annual capital budget for highway safety 
schemes of £400k. This is how we address the highest-ranking schemes 
on our collision hotspot list. The impact of schemes carried out in the 10 
year period to 2017 is a reduction in casualties of around 235. Using the 
DfT’s rates for the evaluation of collisions, this shows a saving to 
Gloucestershire of £25million for an expenditure in the order of £6m, 
which is a significant return to the County, and shows the very significant 
benefit of taking a data led approach, targeting those sites with a collision 
history.
 

2.8.Review how others are addressing this issue
2.8.1. Officers will be attending a Speed Management Workshop, organised 

by the Association of Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and 
Transportation (ADEPT). This will be an opportunity to explore how other 
authorities are addressing wider use of 20mph limits.

2.8.2. Officers have been reviewing public reports and have spoken with 
colleagues in various different authorities about how this matter is being 
addressed. We are also on the consultation group with the other English 
authorities which border Wales. What has come out of this is that several 
highway authorities are working without the complete support of their 
local police force; this does not reflect the more consensus-based 
approach in Gloucestershire. The letter from Chief Constable Hansen 
(referenced in 2.3.2) indicates that the police are now open to taking a 
more supportive/flexible approach and this is to be welcomed. 
Nevertheless, the cost of resourcing enforcement remains a significant 
challenge for the police

2.9.Community led technology enforcement
2.9.1. We have established a process to license the use of ANPR cameras 

on the highway, for the purposes of speed measurement and 
enforcement.  

2.9.2. Subject to sign off from the police, we would like to trial this licensing 
process early in 2022 with a couple of parishes who are keen to use this 
technology.

2.10. Batching of TROs
2.10.1. Batching together of TROs will reduce some of the costs of the 

legal processes, but the main savings will come from the advertising 
requirements. There are potential drawbacks to batching – as more 
contentious restrictions could be dropped to allow others to proceed, 
which could result in higher costs for those applicants.

2.10.2. We are already trying to batch orders into appropriate groups for 
single processing and will continue to work on this basis. The savings 
generated can be passed on to the customers (parishes). 



3. Road Safety Policy review
3.1.Since the motion was originally brought to Council in July, the Lead Cabinet 

Member has announced a full review of the wider Road Safety Policy and 
targets. It is clear that 20mph limits are going to be a key instrument in 
delivering safer roads. The timetable for the Road Safety Policy review 
includes full public consultation which is anticipated to take place in April/May 
2022, with the final policy being brought back to Council in July 2022.

3.2.Once the countywide policy and targets have been established, we can 
identify the appropriate level of ambition of the 20mph policy to reflect and 
deliver those targets, and the resourcing required to achieve it. The council’s 
20mph limit policy needs to support wider road safety objectives, being a 
means to an end rather than being considered in isolation as an end in itself

4. Next Steps
4.1.We will continue to work through the actions listed in section 2, but in line 

with the timetable and development of the Road Safety Policy. We would like 
to bring the draft Road Safety Policy, which will include 20mph limits, to 
Scrutiny on 24th May, as part of the wider consultation.  



Appendix 1 – Draft Prioritisation form



Appendix 2 – Questionnaire

 20mph Survey of Parish and District Councils 
Introduction: 
Making Gloucestershire a safe and healthy place to live is a priority for the County Council and our 
partners. That is why we are working closely with the Police and Crime Commissioner and 
Gloucestershire Constabulary to ensure that we have a cohesive and effective plan in place to make 
Gloucestershire’s streets safer. 
The County’s Road Safety Policy is currently being devised through consultation with district, parish 
and town councils across Gloucestershire, to understand local aspirations. Other key partners such 
as walking and cycling groups as well as bus operators will also be included in these discussions. 
One of the tools to help us deliver a safer, healthier, greener Gloucestershire is the development of 
20mph restrictions where people live. We would like to get a better understanding of the aspirations 
of local councils in this area, and also some feedback on what measures we have already introduced 
are achieving. 
We would really appreciate you taking the time to complete this short survey on 20mph restrictions 
in your area. The survey will close on the 24th December. 

Questionnaire: 
1. Where are you reporting for? (parish/town council or ward) 

Existing restrictions. 
2. Do you have any 20mph restrictions within your parish/ward? (excluding advisory School 
Safety Zones) Yes/no 

3. Do you think the 20mph restriction is well observed? Yes/no 

4. Is your answer to question 3 based on collected data? (i.e. speed survey) Yes/no 

Level of local support: 
5. Would you like to have 20mph restrictions in your local area, subject to due process and 
consultation? [Yes/No] 

6. Have you carried out any local engagement about 20mph restrictions? Yes/No 

6.a Please give brief details (i.e. article in parish newsletter, or survey of all residents)
 
7. What would be the biggest benefit of reducing speed in your area? [Drop down list, 
allocate rank to each of the following - increased cycling, increased walking, more sense of 
community, safer access to local facilities ie schools, shops etc., reduced numbers of 
collisions, reduced severity of outcome of collision, other] 



6.a Comment box) 
8. Has your organisation passed a motion supporting a widespread 20mph limit for 
residential areas? [Yes/No/currently considering] 

9. Would you be interested in attending/accessing a road safety speed reduction training 
event? Yes/no 


